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THE COMPANY
MAICOPRESSE S.p.A. currently operates on a covered area of about 14000 m2 . Its work force consists of

nearly 125 people and it is a dynamic company that pays attention to market demands and requests; its main

target is the steady development of advanced techniques in order to offer injection machines suitable to cope

with the most challenging problems of thermoplastic business field.

This company was established in 1975 with the aim of manufacturing die-casting machines; MAICOPRESSE is

constantly trying to find out solutions that can improve machines both mechanically and technologically. All this

is carried out thanks to a close collaboration with its own customers and through the work of its R&D and

technical department.

As time went by and thanks to the great experience gathered while carrying out its activities MAICOPRESSE

was able to launch itself on the market with its own lines of injection molding machines:

M - N (with clamping force ranging from 110 to 3300 ton)

M - L (with clamping force ranging from 350 to 2000 ton)

SPRINT (with clamping force ranging from 110 to 800 ton)
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Establishment year : 1975

Partners : BUSI FABIO (CEO)

BUSI CLAUDIO

SPOTTI MARCO

SPOTTI MICHELE

Manpower : 125

divided into

Workers : 64

Production dep. : 7

Engineers for

after-sales service : 23

Technical dep. : 13

Electronics dep : 10

Accounting dep : 8

TURNOVER

Turnover of 1999 : ( € 13.000.000.= )

Turnover of 2000 : ( € 13.200.000.= ) 

Turnover of 2001 : ( € 13.800.000.= )

Turnover of 2002 : ( € 14.200.000.= )

Turnover of 2003 : ( € 14.800.000.= )

Turnover of 2004 : ( € 15.500.000.= )

Turnover of 2005 : ( € 17.200.000.= )

Turnover of 2006 : ( € 19.000.000.= )
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INTERNATIONAL PATENTS

• EXTERNAL TOGGLE CLAMPING SYSTEM

(see page 9)

• FAST DIE LOCKING SYSTEM MODEL “SIBLOC”

(see page10-11)

• “E” VERSION: energy saving machine with air 

cooling of hydraulic fluid

(see page 22-23)
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CLAMPING UNIT
Clamping unit of injection molding

machines series M-N , M-L

and SPRINT manufactured by

MAICOPRESSE differs from

that of competitors because of

the complete use of forged

steel. Toggle head is guided on

all 4 tie-bars. This guarantees

more frame stiffness of

machine in time if compared to

traditional machines where

toggle is guided on 2 tie bars

only. Mobile platen is machined

from a superior quality forged

steel block and it slides on

hardened steel and rectified

sliding blocks. Fixed platen is

made of a superior quality

forged and normalized steel

block.
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Tie bars are made of special

alloyed steel rods; they are

chromiun plated and rectified.

Tie bars are fastened to fixed

platen and to clamping

cylinder platen by means of

locking nuts made on

purpose while mobile platen

slides through lubricated

bushings. Threads are

obtained by rolling

process.
In case of mounting of bulky

molds we can supply

automatic removal of one or

two upper tie bars as

OPTIONAL .
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Opening/clamping electro-hydraulic safety device. Control of mobile platen

movements is carried out by means of potentiometric transducers used to set

clamping stroke, opening stroke and mold safety. Double toggle clamping system is

fully made of steel and it is hydraulic-driven. The group is pivoted by case-hardened

steel gudgeon pins which are placed in sized bushings made of hardened steel and

sprayed point-point. Mold safety is a clamping speed slow down phase suitable to

start placing mechanical carriages on mold: this device enables to brake and lean

dies softly at clamping end. Oil spray plant is automatic and point-point type: all

moving parts of machine are sprayed automatically ( joints, toggle, gears, sliding

blocks) thanks to a circuit made on purpose.The unit is equipped with a centralized

tank, a cycle counter to set spray frequency, a timer to check cycle duration and a

failure signaler. All machine cylinders (clamping - ejection) are made of alloyed and

nitrided steel.

Mold height adjustment is automatic and it is carried out by means of hydraulic

motor: this device (which is regulated b a potentiometric transducer in order to get

the right mold height) act uniformly on all four tie-bar nuts for precise adjustment of

mold clamping.

Opening-clamping cylinder is fed by high pressure hoses connected to a distributor

with proportional drive duly designed in order to get the best movement linearity and

braking graduality.
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M-N series (up to 2000 ton.), M-L and SPRINT are characterized by a truly innovative patented

toggle system that enables to get mobile platen strokes longer than those of ordinary machines

even tough machines keep high mechanical stiffness.

Their peculiar system geometry results in faster opening-clamping speeds if compared to those

of ordinary machines .

PATENTED EXTERNAL TOGGLE CLAMPING SYSTEM

GKL 1100
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During opening phase the system

makes connecting rods fold to

machine outside in order to let

cross head go back to up to

reaction platen, thus getting

very long strokes and

maintaining a strong compact

frame. Ejection stroke plate is

bigger than that of ordinary

machines and you get

“unlimited” ejection strokes.

Thanks to this equipment you

get more space and therefore

easy access to central ejection

plate.
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PATENTED FAST LOCKING 

SYSTEM “SIBLOC”

Die fast locking system model “SIBLOC” is

manufactured and patented by MAICOPRESSE

S.p.A. and it is designed ad hoc taking into

consideration client’s peculiar needs and

requests.

Thanks to supplied mounting kit this device can

be installed on already working machines as well.

You can assemble it on every kind of machine

and it can be easily fitted to all molds without any

particular matching operations.
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The system is characterized by a hydraulic

unit that makes it independent from the

hydraulic unit of the machine it is assembled

on. It consists of 4 independent hydraulic

circuits, two on machine mobile platen and

two on fixed platen and solenoid valves on

each locking hydraulic circuit as well; this

makes it possible to find out failures or

pressure losses because you get an alarm on

machine.

In case of supply on our machines,

management is integrated in the general

control system, otherwise system control is

carried out by means of dedicated push-

button panel duly interfaced with machine

clamping movement and its alarms in case of

retrofit.
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MACHINES MODEL M-N

M-N series is a line of machines that

offers smaller overall dimensions if

compared to ordinary machines thanks

to their peculiar external toggle system

that leaves mobile platen stroke

unaltered.

All these machines can be delivered in

E-version.

Models:

M-N 110 M-N 140 M-N 180 M-N 210 M-N 260 M-N 300 M-N 350

M-N 450 M-N 550 M-N 650 M-N 800 M-N 1000 M-N 1300 M-N 1600

M-N 2000 M-N 2500 M-N 3300
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M-L series enable mobile platen strokes

double than those of ordinary machines

thanks to their patented toggle even though

machine dimensions remain the same.

These machines are suitable for

manufacturing long items such as tanks ,

box-pallet etc.

Machines of M L series can be delivered in

“E” version as well.

Models:

M-L 350 M-L 450 M-L 550 M-L 650 M-L 800 M-L 1000 M-L 1300 M-L 1600

M-L 2000

MACHINES MODEL  M - L
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MACHINES MODEL SPRINT
SPRINT is made of ten different models with clamping units

ranging from 140 to 800 ton in N version and five models in L

version (that with long stroke):

SPRINT 140

SPRINT 180

SPRINT 210

SPRINT 260

SPRINT 300

SPRINT 350 SPRINT-L 350

SPRINT 450 SPRINT-L 450

SPRINT 550 SPRINT-L 550

SPRINT 650 SPRINT-L 650

SPRINT 800 SPRINT-L 800

“ SPRINT “ series is suitable for high speed molding of very thin items. SPRINT is a machine with toggle

stiffened where there is more stess. The plasticizing screw is equipped with peculiar mixing sections in order to

grant great performances in terms of plasticizing and polymer homogenizing. Material is injected by means of

an oil accumulator made on purpose. Rotation of plasticizing screw is carried out by an enhanced inverter-

driven electric motor; this enables to reach max. rotation and stop speed in a very short time. Injection nozzle is

equipped with a hydraulic system for opening/closing thus granting complete movement overlap. SPRINT series

was developed for Packaging field where molding cycles are 4-5 seconds.

Besides a full range of optionals that complete their equipment standard supply of SPRINT machines includes:

hydraulic nozzle, electric motor of plasticizing screw, accumulator on oversized injection , high delivery

flowmeters .

SPRINT 210
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MACHINE BED

Machine bed is the support frame for all machine members. It is made of very stiff electro-

welded steel and holds in its structure hydraulic fluid tank placed under clamping unit. This

tank was made on purpose by creating a suction and a backflow zone inside. Hydraulic

fluid turbulences are stopped by means of special walls.

Bed has adjusting screws to fix and level machine while running. ON client’s request

following items can be supplied as optionals: collecting base for waste fluids under bed

and complete series of antivibration pads to be placed under it.
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CENTRAL EJECTION

It consists of two pistons fastened to machine
mobile platen and of a plate for cylinders
that grant the best possible access; you
can also have a version with automatic
locking of all ejection supports as optional
fitting.

This system grants extremely long
ejection strokes and very big dimensions
besides.

Ejection unit is prearranged to carry out following 

regulations:

• Delay times of to-fro movements

• Central ejection repeatability time (stroke restriction).

• Stroke speed adjustment

• Pressure adjustment
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CORE PULL EJECTION UNIT

They are usually prearranged to carry out following operations:

Mobile platen core-pulls

Control of cylinders placed on the mold to move carriages on mobile platen

with open/closed mold

Fixed platen core-pulls

Control of cylinders placed on mold in order to move carriages on fixed platen

with closed mold

All movements of core pull ejection can be adjusted in speed and pressure;

upon request it is moreover possible to have a program sequence different

from the base one to personalise production cycles in order to get best

optimisation.
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INJECTION UNIT
The unit relevant to injection group of series MN, ML and SPRINT was newly designed to meet

high performance demands coming from the market and e the need of lowering

consumption.

Movement overlap together with perfect control of plasticizing screw torque/speed grant perfect

adaptability to the different demands and to the various polymers transformed under always

shifting conditions

The mechanical components were designed through strict FEM calculations ; in the same way

they were throughly considered in the light of thirty-year experience in the field in order to

warranty long life and operation steadiness.

Plasticizing screw along with their barrels are made of special steels treated against wear and

corrosion. Only in case of very abrasive thermoplastic materials we supply bimetallic barrels

and screws.
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Plasticizing drive can be hydraulic or electric through direct keying of a satellite motor coupled to a

dedicated inverter to get a more rational and precise rotation management. It is obvious that in

this case quantity of oil in circuit is less and main motopump power is reduced as well if

compared to the all hydraulic version; last but noot least complete dosing and opening movement

overlap.

In the SPRINT versions such as is the case of thin wall fast molding of “packaging” field , the

supply includes an on-off accumulator to increase injection specific speeds.

Speed and pressures are controlled in closed loop through a servovalve and they are monitored

precisely thanks to profiles that can be set by the operator according to his needs
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HYDRAULIC UNIT
MAICOPRESSE designed a reliable and advanced solution  in the field of control systems in 

closed loop.

Injection control, for exemple, is carried out by means of a p/q servovalve  with high dinamic 

able to grant  efficient movements in closed loop with great precision and in almost real time.

Valve blocks are optimized in CAD 3D before becoming machine equipment 

Hydraulic unit of machine can have two alternative variables:

A) Proportional hydraulic valve to control closing, opening, ejection speeds and pump pressure  

(it is not delivered if inverter-driven pump electric motor  is required). 

B) E - version (OPTIONAL) with inverter-driven electric to fully control machine movements 

(closing, opening, central ejection, core pulls and first injection phase).
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SATELLITE INJECTION UNIT

These units are available in 8 different versions (from
20 gr. to 550gr). In case for bigger basic weights design
and engineering are carried out on purpose for each
specific request. Injection units are usually fastened to
machine fixed platen and their position can be adjusted
vertically or horizontally by means of rack so as to fit
into different molds. They are made of a two cylinder
injection unit mounted on prismatic rods; screw rotation
is carried out by means of hydraulic motor. The
hydraulic station with tank, pump motor, hydraulic
valves and electric board is assembled on wheels in
order to be easily moved. “MOOG” control with
independent speed, pressure, and position adjustments
is interfaced with injection molding machine. This
system enables easy and direct programming of the
additional injection unit, it maintains all injection
management, 4 pressures and 4 adjustable speeds,
void before and after loading, adjustable
counterpressure, programming of plasticizing cylinder
temperatures, alarm page and time setting. It has an
internal memory to store 100 programs besides. Safety
protections are designed according to machine features
and need so as to comply fully with CE rules.
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Specific two-stage vane pumps by Vickers or Denison suitable for nonflammable hydraulic fluid use.

Motor-pump group is fastened to machine bed and it is connected to suction filter through flexible

coupling. Connection between pump and hydraulic block consists of hoses to deaden noise. Starting-

up of motor/pump is of star/triangle type with low pressure.

Detached additional centrifugal pump for hydraulic fluid recircling. Nonflammable liquid is cooled with

plate-type heat exchanger and water flows in it through a solenoid valve. A given temperature can be

set at the beginning from control board and this causes valve opening to let water flow in the cooling

circuit. (this is not delivered if customer requires oil cooling by air as per E version). If the customer

needs it, it is possible to pre-warm up fluid by means of heaters (OPTIONAL supply).

Hydraulic connections carried out mainly through blocks and using commercial logical elements, thus

lessening use of external pipes.

Tank is complete with visual control and float control of hydraulic fluid level and thermostat to check

temperature.

Suction filter of pumping unit has electric control for suction pressure and clogging display. Cartridges

can be removed to clean them and there is no need of emptying the tank. Drain of backflowing

hydraulic fluid is carried out by means of pipes assembled under tank content min. level. Suction-

pump connection is placed in a way to get the best downflow.
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“E”-VERSION

MAICOPRESSE S.p.A. is a dynamic company that pays attention to market demands and requests and

develop advanced technologies thanks to the experience gathered during more than 20 years; this is

the reason why one of its main efforts is to find out solutions that help lowering injection molding

machines running and management costs and that are able to cope with the most challenging problems

of this field. This research led to the development of the so called “ E- version ”, an injection molding

machine equipped with electric and hydraulic units with low energy consumption and a dedicated

software.

This revolution focuses on machine management and operation and aims to a better use of available

resources.

The special hydraulic unit which is the result of more than 10 years experience enables to make the

best of inverter technology possibilities.

Pump electric motor is fully managed by inverter; this device enables electric energy saving up to

40% by changing speed according to settings on screen made by the operator for all different

movements. You use only the power necessary for that particular movement while for the remaining of

working cycle motor is brought to a min. speed thus allowing to have nearly no energy consumption.

You have moreover the possibility of mounting an electric motor driven by a dedicated inverter on

plasticizing screw so as to lower energy consumption of another 30% thus getting a total saving of 70%.

Thanks to the use of inverter technology you can set machine movements (accelerations, decelerations

and speed) even with no dedicated proportional valves.
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Here is another important point in favour 

of this technology and its peculiar 

hydraulic unit: hydraulic fluid is kept to 

temperature levels which are much lower 

than those of ordinary machines. Instead 

of a water heat exchanger, machine 

mounts an air heat exchanger that cools 

down the hydraulic fluid and makes it 

unnecessary to use water and, as a 

consequence, every other cooling means.  

Besides a.m. advanges we can add a 

longer pump and hydraulic fluid life 

together with lower noise level because 

you put under pressure only the quantity 

of hydraulic fluid that is needed for each 

movement. We can therefore state that   

“- E” version is a kind of machine which 

will make you save money.



SOFTWARE AND ELECTRONICS
• Control board with microprocessor and

LCD 15" Touch Screen. We developed a

safety system for internal management

with password up to nine access levels to

set data that can be chosen by customer.

This software was fully developed by our

staff and it runs on MOOG basis. It

enables to satisfy every possible request

by client even the most peculiar ones, by

changing and adding pages and

displaying specific data. The software is

available in the languages required by

customer.
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This software enables to control all interfaces. Every movement of machine can be set from screen

by means of value sensing through transducers.
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• This innovative software enables

real time control of injection

process. The pages showing

injection diagrams can be stored

and they include sample curve of

injection diagram and multiple 

curves.

You have full control of injection function  

in closed loop
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• Quality control of produced pieces 

through process and production data 

analysis

• We have as standard a page showing 

consumptions with indication of the 

different instantaneous consumptions, 

consumptions in time and for every Kg 

of processed material

29



ELECTRIC UNIT

•Electric unit of machine can be divided into two parts:

• A) Power unit that has to supply 380 V and 220 V tension to main users. Motor 

feed are sheltered by fuses and magneto-thermic switches. All auxiliary 

tensions are sheltered by automatic and magneto-thermic valves valves which 

size takes into account the max. short circuit current of their relevant branch 

• B) IN/OUT unit fed with low tension (24 Volt); it includes all auxiliary circuits 

used by microprocessor and by safety devices. Thermocouples and 

proportional valves have screened cables.

•Electric cables are flexible and coated with a special protection sheath. All electric 

components of machines by MAICOPRESSE comply with European standards (CE mark). 

Electric motors are three-phase withV 400/50 Hz, they have automatic starting up 

controlled by inverter and relevant magneto-thermic protections.

.
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SAFETY SYSTEM

On the front side there is a motor -driven automatic protection guard while on the back you

have a hand protection guard.

Protection door of injection area is hand-driven and it is electrically controlled by a safety stroke

limit.

Protection of all moving parts thanks to suitable carters and relevant electric controls.

Electro-hydraulic safety device for opening/closing through valve and check stroke limit to avoid

casual clamping of machine.

All injection molding machines manufactured by MAICOPRESSE comply with European

Community standards (CE mark) and they are delivered complete with run and maintenance

handbook in the language required by the customer.
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EFFICIENT AFTER-SALES 

SERVICE 

MAICOPRESSE S.p.A. has always distinguished itself for the high efficiency and speed of its

customer service that grants steady advice by phone (even after ordinary working hours) and

enables to put every machine model back to work in a very short time.

The timeliness of after-sales service guarantees technical interventions all around Europe within

24 hours from written failure notice in case of serious breakdowns.

Service and repairing can be carried out on all kind of die-casting machines even those of

competitors such as Krauss Maffei, Engel, Nestal, Negri & Bossi, Sandretto, Mir, etc.


